Introduction
The goals of this paper are to examine several aspects of language contact involving languages of the Chaco region. More specifically, I discuss changes that are unexpected in situations of intensive contact; I consider possible explanations for resistance to lexical borrowing; I address the implications of language contact in these Chaco languages for claims about change in language contact situations in general; I evaluate claims regarding mixed languages in the region; and I investigate diffused linguistic traits in the Chaco and determine whether the Chaco is a linguistic area.
Language contact in Misión La Paz
Several aspects of what I report here are based on findings from research involving multilingualism in Misión La Paz, Salta Province, Argentina (henceforth MLP). Three indigenous languages are spoken in MLP in addition to Spanish: Chorote, Nivaclé (also called Chulupí, sometimes Ashluslay), and Wichí (formerly called Mataco). All three are members of the Matacoan language family (called familia mataco-mataguaya in Spanish), but they are not particularly similar to one another, diversified on the order of Germanic languages.
Misión La Paz is located just across the Pilcomayo River from Paraguay and about 20 kilometers from Bolivia. At the time the fieldwork research there began (2001) there were about 650 inhabitants, but it has since grown to over 850. The indigenous people there live in very poor socioeconomic conditions, and they maintain much of the traditional culture.
There are c.2,500 speakers of Chorote, and c. 8800 speakers of Nivaclé (called Chulupí in Argentina, sometimes Ashluslay in various spellings), with c.400 in Argentina and c.8400 in Paraguay. Wichí is the largest language of the Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco area, with an estimated number of speakers ranging from c.25,000 to c.34,000, all in Argentina except the small Noctén group in Bolivia. Younger people and most men in MLP also speak Spanish. (Campbell and Grondona 2012a.) 
Language choice in Misión La Paz
Some background on aspects of the multilingualism in MLP is needed to comprehend the changes to be described below and their implications. Speakers and hearers in conversations are typically not speaking the same language to one another. People communicate regularly with speakers of different languages, but very often not in the same language as the one addressed to them. Each participant in a conversation typically speaks his or her own language, but other participants in the conversation reply in their own language. This non-reciprocal use of different languages in conversation is called dual-lingualism (Lincoln 1979) . Linguistic exogamy is also common in MLP, where each spouse speaks his/her own language and is addressed in and understands the other spouse's language in return -a spouse does not accommodate by speaking the other spouse's language. Each maintains and uses his or her own language. Linguistic exogamy is the norm for Chorote and Nivaclé speakers, and for most Wichí who grew up in MLP, but not necessarily for other Wichí who have moved to MLP later. (See Campbell and Grondona 2010 for details.) In general, people identify with a single language and speak it with all others. They claim to understand but not speak one and in many cases both of the other two indigenous languages. Nevertheless, the other two indigenous languages are spoken around them constantly and they usually have perfect comprehension of the languages that they claim not to speak. The choice of language with which individuals identify does not correlate with any of the social variables that might be suspected, not with the gender of the child, the gender of the parent whose language is chosen, prestige, power, residence, etc. In numerous interviews and in a demographic survey of the whole town, when people were asked on what basis they decided to choose one language over the others to identify with, the answers typically reflected personal feelings or aesthetics, typically along the lines of "it just felt better, " "I liked it more, " "it seemed more comfortable, " and "I thought is was nicer. " The result is that siblings in the same family often speak different languages from one another, and most households (typically made up of an extended family of three generations) have multilingual interactions all the time. No one language has greater value or prestige than the others. They are considered absolutely equal and the question of whether one might be considered more prestigious or powerful or better in some way strikes inhabitants of MLP as strange in the extreme, basically beyond comprehension.
It may be asked whether dual-lingualism here is recent, the result to the bringing together of speakers of different languages with the founding of MLP in 1944. Perhaps it is in part. However, there are indications that the patterns of multilingualism seen in MLP today also precede its founding. There are few historical accounts that mention these languages. Neither Chorote nor Nivaclé are identified clearly in colonial sources, but rather they were commonly considered part of the Mataguayo and Mataco (Wichí) groups (see Kersten 1904) . The Chorote were first mentioned by Lozano (1733 Lozano ( [1941 :59, 218) as "Choroties"; the group he called "Xolota" (Lozano 1733 (Lozano [1941 :82) were probably also Chorote. However, next to nothing was known of either Chorote or Nivaclé until the late 1800s. The "Ashluslay" (the Chorote name for the Nivaclé) were first mentioned in the report of the Daniel Campos expedition of 1883 (Métraux 1946:236) , by Cardús (1886 , cited in Pelleschi 1897 , and by anthropologists who visited them in the early years of 1900 (von Rosen 1904 , Herrmann 1908 , Nordenskiöld 1912 See also Lafone Quevedo (1897:53), Nordenskiöld (1912:23, 26) , Siffredi (1973 :73), De Wavrin (1926 , Karsten (1932:19) , and Sušnik (1986 Sušnik ( -1987 for similar reports. (Note that the Nivaclé are called Chulupí in Argentina and formerly were also often called Ashluslay.) We can conclude from these reports that most probably these groups were already practicing dual-lingualism at least to some extent from the time of the their earliest mention.
Consequences of language contact in MLP
It has often been observed in situations of intensive language contact that languages tend to undergo structural changes which make them more similar 2 De Pikirenda hasta otras (?) leguas más o menos, por adelante hasta el Paraguay toman el nombre Chulupies: y toda la ribera derecha del Pilcomayo desde nuestra 1a Misión de Noctenes hasta el Paraguay, es la misma tribu, con palabras, y costumbres algo diferentes; pero en la sustancia, es la misma lengua, y entre sí se entienden perfectamente hablando cada uno su jerigonza.
Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco to one another. For example, in famous cases from India, different languages in contact have changed to become more structurally similar to one another, so that rather exactly matching morpheme-by-morpheme translations become possible (see Gumperz and Wilson 1971, Nadkarni 1975) . Many scholars expect this sort of structural convergence from languages in intensive contact. This raises the question: do the three indigenous languages in MLP show evidence of similar change towards convergence? The answer is "no, " although the topic deserves more detailed investigation.
First, these languages, as well as some others in the Chaco region, resist lexical borrowings (see below). They have accepted very few loanwords from Spanish or from other languages, and instead they use native linguistic resources to create new words to accommodate concepts acquired through contact (acculturation). For example, the word for 'goat' is not a loan from Spanish as in so many other indigenous languages of Latin America, but rather, for example, Nivaclé tašinštax 'goat' is derived from tašinša 'grey brocket deer (Mazama gouazoubira)' + -tax 'similar to', and Chorote sonta 'goat' is from sonaɁ 'grey brocket deer' + -ta 'similar to' (Campbell and Grondona 2012a, see below) . That is, speakers of these languages acquired the concept, but accommodated the acculturation by using native resources in their languages, avoiding lexical loans. Second, contrary to expectations, these languages, though in constant daily contact with one another, appear to be diverging structurally in some traits, not converging as expected. The following examples illustrate this. (Incidentally, the examples given below also show that these languages, though related genetically, are not especially similar to one another, as mentioned above.)
All three languages have /ɫ/, voiceless 'l' phonemically, as in Chorote ɫop/lop, Nivaclé ɫup, and Wichí ɫup 'nest', to cite one set of cognate forms. However, younger Chorote speakers in MLP are now changing this. They no longer have /ɫ/; rather they have changed it to a consonant cluster of /h/ or /x/ + voiced /l/, which alternates with just plain /l/ (with no /h/ or /x/) in some contexts, especially word-initially and word-finally, as in:
This change has taken place in spite of the fact that these Chorote speakers are in constant intensive contact with the other two languages that preserve their unitary voiceless "l", /ɫ/. This goes against areal linguistic expectations about languages in such close, intensive contact. It is expected that if the other languages in the intensive contact situation have voiceless "l" there would be pressure on Chorote not to change its voiceless "l" but instead to remain structurally similar to the other two languages in this trait.
In another example, both Nivaclé and Wichí have contrastive first-person plural inclusive and exclusive pronominal forms, as seen in the contrasts in Nivaclé between the a. and b. pairs in (1), (2), and (3).
( The inclusive-exclusive contrast in Wichí is seen in (4) through (6) . (4) a. n-Ɂameɫ we.incl-pro.root 'we' (all of us) b. no-ɫamel, o-ɫamel we.excl-pro.root 'we' (but not you) Here again, we would not expect Chorote to lose a morphological contrast that is so salient in the other two languages which speakers of Chorote hear and understand constantly in MLP.
The third example involves change in Nivaclé. In both Chorote and downriver Paraguayan dialects of Nivaclé, when active verbs appear with the 'prospective' (future intent) clitic, they are required to take the pronominal prefixes for stative verbs -even when it is an inherently active verb that is involved -as seen in the contrasts in Chorote between (9a) and (9b) and between (10a) and (10b). In this construction, the stative prefix required with the 'prospective' clitic is the original state of affairs for these languages. However, MLP Nivaclé has undergone an innovation. The corresponding construction in Nivaclé takes not stative personal-pronoun prefixes, but can only bear the active ones, as in (11a). It is ungrammatical with the stative subject prefix, as seen in (11b). (11) Campbell and Grondona 2010) .
These examples make clear that the assumed pressure towards conformity and convergence among the three languages in intensive language contact did not have much effect; rather, that these languages are undergoing changes that result in greater difference among the three rather than greater convergence, while changes towards convergence are not evident.
Lexical borrowing
Several Chaco languages are remarkable for the general lack of loanwords from Spanish, unlike many other Latin American Indian languages, and for their use of native linguistic resources to accommodate concepts acquired through contact with outsiders. I illustrate this primarily with examples from Nivaclé and Chorote (Matacoan languages) (see Campbell and Grondona 2012a for details). Nivaclé and Chorote generally do not allow items of acculturation to introduce foreign lexical material to these languages, but rather they utilize their own linguistic resources to create terms for newly acquired items (see below).
There are hispanisms (loanwords from Spanish) in Nivaclé and Chorote, but extremely few. A few examples follow:
Nvc pelota Chr pelota < Spanish pelota 'ball'
[2] 'bus, truck' Nvc mákina Chr makina 'car, truck; engine-powered vehicle' < Spanish máquina 'machine, car'
literally 'our jobs') (cf. Chr inkihmaye < 'in-kim-ye 'unposs-work-nom')
[7] 'money, peso' Nvc peso 'money, peso, pay, salary' < Spanish peso 'peso' (cf. Chr ʔot 'money, silver' < ʔot 'metal', also ʔot-t'ah 'bills' < ʔot 'metal' t'ah 'peel, bark, outer-layer'; and hiles 'change' literally 'small ones, its. children') [8] 'rice' Nvc aros Chr aros (also k'yemtaye 'rice', and amaʔyehmuy 'rice' < 'rat excrement': amaʔ 'rat' y-ehmu-y '3poss-excrement-pl') < Spanish arroz 'rice' [9] 'sugar' Nvc asúka Chr asóke (also tits'ohyin ɫamak 'sugar cane powder' < tits'ohyin 'sugar cane' (literally: 'one sucks it')' ɫ-amak '3poss-dust, powder') < Spanish azúcar 'sugar'
It is far more common for terms for items of acculturation in these two languages to be created only from resources native to these languages. The following are some cases where borrowed Spanish words would be expected (see, for example, Brown 1999), based on equivalents in a large number of other indigenous Latin American languages (the typical Spanish source of the loans in other languages is given in parentheses after the English gloss).
[1] 'airplane' (avión):
Nvc yiϕɑʔyɑ < yi-ϕɑʔyɑ '3 subj-fly', literally: 'it flies' Chr makina ihwiʔye 'flying machine' < makina 'vehicle, car, truck, machine', i-hweʔye '3subj-fly'
Chr nohokinek 'book, notebook, paper', also noho:kinek wuhwam t'ohokis poʔ 'notebook that has many letters' <nohokinek 'notebook' wuh-wam 'big, many-intens' t'ohok-is 'letters' < t'ohok-is 'color, also now letter, drawing-pl', poʔ 'it.has'
[3] 'bottle' (botella): Nvc tnɑxke ('water jug') Chr inate
Nvc woye, yukuwe Chr woye 7
Mechanisms for creating new lexical items
The resistance of Nivaclé and Chorote to borrowing foreign words is accommodated by the patterns for creating new lexical items in these languages. To derive new words these languages rely extensively on a derivational suffix meaning 'similar to', on compounding or lexical formation from former phrases, and in a few cases also on onomatopoeia.
A number of the examples of acculturation just presented illustrate the affix meaning 'similar to' for introducing new lexical items. In Nivaclé Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco the suffix is -tax, as seen in tašinš-tax 'goat' (< tašinša 'grey brocket deer' + -tax 'similar to'). Other instances are seen in [5] Seelwische 1990) . Chorote employs two different suffixes with approximately this meaning of 'similar to', -tok (as in malekye-tok 'donkey, ox' < malekye 'mule' + -tok, and -ta (in sonta 'goat' < sonaʔ 'grey brocket deer' + -ta), seen earlier also in 'horse': Chr aʔlenta, < aʔlenah 'tapir' + -ta.
Other new concepts are handled by metaphorical extension of the meaning of existing words. The two examples 'bicycle' and 'soldier' illustrate neologisms by metaphor:
bicycle: Nvc siwɑklɑk < siwɑklɑk 'spider'; Chr siwalak < siwalak 'spider' soldier: Nvc tukus < tukus 'ant'; Chr tokis < tokis 'ant'.
Speakers report that 'bicycle' from 'spider' reflects the fact that the wheels of a bicycle look like spider webs. Some speakers say 'soldier' from 'ant' reflects the fact that soldiers walk in single file, as ants do. Other examples created by such metaphorical extensions include: [8] Compounding and the process of forming lexical items from phrases is the mechanism behind other new words, seen for example in: [10] 
Explanation for resistance to lexical borrowing?
Why have these languages borrowed so few words from Spanish and other languages? In part it may have to do with the limited contact with Spanish speakers until the last 60 years or so, less than that experienced by many other indigenous groups in Latin America. In part it may have to do with the fact that mechanisms for creating new words were well established before Spanish contact, where these languages easily derived new words for things they came into contact with by, for example, attaching the Nivaclé -tax and Chorote -tok and -ta suffixes meaning 'similar to' to native words to produce a new name for formerly unknown thing. For example, Nivaclé aɫu-tax 'alligator', from aɫu 'iguana', and Chorote aheye-tok 'vampire bat' derived from aheye 'bat', with the Nivaclé cognates, šeyɑ-tax 'vampire bat' from šeyɑ 'bat'. Since speakers of these languages were not accustomed to borrowing lexical material and since they already had grammatical means available for deriving new words, when the need to accommodate items of acculturation from Spanish contact arose, speakers of these languages relied on these already existing devices for new word creation and on the internal linguistic resources of their languages to come up with new names for new items.
It might be speculated, additionally, that the relative absence of loanwords may have something to do with the dual-lingualism and patterns of language choice and use in MLP. Could lack of borrowing be due in part to the fact that because people understand the various languages but choose to speak only one of them? Borrowing is usually associated with multilingual speakers, bringing words from one of the languages they speak into another one as they speak it. Could it be that if they do not actually speak the other languages which they understand that there is little call to import foreign words? If they never utter aloud the word in another language, why would they use the foreign word while speaking their own language?
Claims about mixed languages
We frequently see the claim in writings about this region that several languages were really only dialects of a single language, or more commonly that they involved mixed languages. This latter opinion is held by several scholars, and seems to have historical antecedents based on a misinterpretation of the dual-lingualism practiced in the region.
Padre José Cardús (in 1886, cited by Pelleschi 1897:53) gave "Chunupis" as one of the names by which the "Matacos" (Wichí) were known (Chunupí referring to the Nivaclé, called Chulupí in Argentina, not to be confused with the Vilela, also called sometimes Chunupí). Padre Doroteo Giannecchini (cited by Lafone Quevedo 1897:53) reported that: "The Noctenes, the Matacos, the Vejoses, the Guiznaes, the Chulupies are a single nation; all speak a single language and all have the same customs" 3 -all these are Wichí groups except Chulupí (i.e. Nivaclé). Lehmann-Nitsche (1936:119) cited the common view before his time that Mataco (Wichí) and Chorote were just codialectos 'codialects' and gives this as the reason for why Chorote was so poorly known, almost unreported at the time. Recall Giannecchini's claim that they were of the same tribe and that the language was the same, though "they understand one another perfectly each one speaking his jargon [jerigonza]" (cited above).
Observers appear to have misunderstood the dual-lingualism among these groups and took it to mean the different groups were speaking varieties of the same language to one another rather than engaging in bilingual interactions.
Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco
A number of scholars assumed that these are "mixed" languages, apparently a misinterpretation based on observations of communication among speakers of different languages. The notion of language mixture is a recurring theme in the literature on Chaco languages. Hunt (1915:238) Hunt and Tovar belong to a language mixture tradition that includes also Lafone Quevedo (1896 Quevedo ( :134, 1915 :xiii), Palavecino (1928) , Tovar (1951 Tovar ( , 1981 , Sušnik (1978:123-24) , Klein (1993) , Braunstein (1993 , Braunstein and Miller 1999 , Martín and Braunstein 1990 -1991 , and Rossi (2003:126) . Braunstein (1996:23, 28-9) asserted that "it cannot be dismissed that we should begin to study some Chaco languages as the product of mixture and diffusion more than as the results of the exclusive development by internal tendencies. " 5 Braunstein and Miller (1999:10-11) wrote: there was little cohesion at the level of ethnicity involving the collectivity of tribes (each with its own dialect) speaking a common language. But interactions between bands belonging to different linguistic groups were quite common, and, once stabilized, the interethnic units formed of such alliances were the origin of mixed languages and cultures.
4 Se ha ido mezclando con la de lenguas vecinas, porque sabido es cómo estas tribus se absorban unas a otras, de la manera más clara y perceptible mediante el robo de las mujeres y aniquilación de los hombres vencidos; en esas mezclas y absorciones pasan de unas lenguas a otras no sólo palabras, sino formas, lo que justifica la afirmación que en un momento feliz hizo Lafone, al hablar de las 'tendencias camaleónicas' de estas lenguas chaqueñas [Lafone 1896:138] . (Tovar 1951:401.) 5 No es descartable que debamos empezar a estudiar algunas de las lenguas chaqueñas como producto de la mezcla y la difusión más que resultantes del exclusivo desarrollo de tendencias internas.
For example, Braunstein (1996:28) believes there is evidence that the Maká and possibly the "Chulupí" (i.e. Nivaclé) are groups that originated through the process of ethnic mixture. Braunstein (1993 Braunstein ( :8, 1996 :23) reported from historical research "situations of Mataco (Wichí) and Chulupí (Nivaclé) groups living together around the beginning of the century on the left bank of the Bermejo River, " 6 and he concluded from this that it showed "without any doubt, a degree of intelligibility. " In fact, he sees such a process behind "the diverse origins of most of the languages spoken in the Chaco today" (Braunstein and Miller 1999:10) .
It appears that the interpretations offered of these sources reflect a situation similar to that of MLP today where at least some intermarriage took place and where at least some people engaged in dual-lingualism, not language mixture.
Influence towards mixed language interpretations may have also come from a different direction. In his famous classification of South American languages, Loukotka (1968) also spoke in terms of "mixed languages, " though in a very different way from those cited above. For Loukotka, if in a given language, nine or more words looked borrowed to him from his list of 45 words for which he sought equivalence in the various languages, he considered it a mixed language. Of course, Loukotka's judgements of borrowing were only impressionistic, and anyway, a sizeable number of loanwords was not what others mean by the notion of mixed language. In any event, Loukotka (1968:51, 55 ) considered Guachí and Payaguá as "mixed languages" in his "Guaicuru stock, " and Enimaga (Lilei, Cochabot, Apqe-Sepqe) and Maka (Nimacá, Towothli, etc.) as "mixed languages" in his "Mataco stock. "
Is the Gran Chaco a linguistic area?
The Gran Chaco is the extensive dry lowland plain of central South America, stretching some 647,500 sq km across northern Argentina, Paraguay, southeastern Bolivia, and southern Brazil. It is bordered on the west by the foothills of the Andés, on the east by the Paraná and Paraguay rivers, on the north by the Mato Grosso plateau, and in the south by the Río Salado (Braunstein 1996 :19, Brauenstein and Miller 1999 :1, Métraux 1942 . The Chaco is also a culture area (Métraux 1942 , Murdock 1951 , Miller 1999 , a geographical area characterized by cultural traits shared across ethnic boundaries. It is sometimes assumed that culture areas will coincide with linguistic areas (Sherzer 1976) , though this is not always the case (see Campbell 1997:330-1) . This raises the question examined here: Is the Chaco a linguistic area, as well as a culture area? A linguistic area is a geographical area in which, due to language contact and borrowing, languages of a region come to share certain Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco structural features. Other names sometimes used to refer to linguistic areas are Sprachbund, diffusion area, adstratum, and convergence area.
Languages of the Chaco
More than twenty languages from six language families are found in the Chaco region, listed here. Alternative names are given in parentheses; extinct languages are signaled by an asterisk after the language's name. (See Campbell 2012a for details on these languages.) Guaicuruan ( There are a number of other extinct languages in the region that are poorly known, some with no linguistic attestation at all. Extinct and extremely poorly known languages of northwest Argentina are not included here (but see Campbell 2012a for details).
Diffusion among Chaco languages
Some observations of potentially diffused linguistic traits involving Chaco languages have been made from time to time, though a Chaco linguistic area has never officially been established (see Tovar 1961 , Rona 1969 -72, Kirtchuk 1996 , Grondona 2003 , Viegas Barros 2002 :140, Adelaar and Muysken 2004 :386, 499, Campbell and Grondona 2012b . Many of the shared traits that have been observed are of little value for defending a linguistic area, though some traits appear suggestive of a linguistic area in this region. I present first the traits with greatest promise of possibly supporting a linguistic area, followed by general discussion of the less promising traits.
SVO Word order
Shared basic word order has been cited as a trait of Chaco languages, though views as to what that order is have not all always been clear (see Tovar 1961 :195, Tovar and Tovar 1984 :202, Adelaar and Muysken 2004 :499, Campbell 2012b ). SVO basic word order is found in Matacoan and Guaicuruan languages, and Ayoreo (Zamucoan). Lule, however, has SOV (with NounAdjective, Modifier-Head). SVO basic word order may characterize many Chaco languages, but it does not set them clearly apart from languages of neighboring areas of South America.
Gender
Grammatical gender has been suggested as a Chaco areal trait (Tovar 1961 , Aikhenvald 2000 . Matacoan, Guaicuruan, Zamucoan, and Mascoyan languages have a masculine-feminine gender distinction. The contrast is not marked directly on the nouns but is manifested in the demonstratives which reflect the gender of the nouns they modify, as for example in Nivaclé: Grammatical gender is a widely shared trait in the Chaco, though Chiriguano (Tupí-Guaranían) lacks a gender system (Dietrich 1986:92) . However, gender as a grammatical category is also found widely elsewhere in South America (Campbell 2012b ).
Genitive classifiers. Matacoan
Guaicuruan, Maskoyan, and Zamucoan languages have a genitive noun classifier (also called possessive classifier) construction for possessed domestic animals. In these languages it is not possible to say directly, for example, 'my cow'; rather, the 'possessive domestic animal classifier' is necessary, as in the following (dem = Demonstrative, clas = Classifier, fem = Feminine, gen = Genitive, poss = Possessive): (Aikhenvald (2000:147) , though usually as one member of a larger system that has several other noun classifiers as members. These Chaco languages differ in that they typically have only the genitive classifiers, not other kinds of noun classifiers, and this may distinguish them from languages of other areas. (For details, see Campbell 2012b.) Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco
Rich set of demonstratives
Chaco languages typically have a rich system of demonstratives, with forms distinguished on a number of different semantic parameters which include visible vs. not visible, as well as often also proximate, distal, extended horizontally, extended vertically, three-dimensional, known from first hand experience, known from hearsay, deceased, moving, and others.
Active-stative verb alignment
Active-stative alignment characterizes most of the Chaco languages and may be a legitimate area-defining feature (Grondona 2003, Adelaar and Muysken 2004:499) . Matacoan and Guaicuruan languages are clearly activestative; Enlhet (Maskoyan) appears to be (Grubb 1914:319) . Guaranían is well known for having active-stative alignment. This active-stative alignment is illustrated in Nivaclé (Matacoan), as in (12), where the verbs bear xa-'1 person active' (first person singular subject of an event, both transitive and intransitive), or they bear tsi-'1 person stative' (first person singular object of transitive verb or subject of stative intransitive verb):
(12) Active (agentive, event) Inactive (state, object) xa-ɸin 'I kiss him/her' tsi-ɸin 'he/she kisses me' xa-xuʔx 'I bite it' tsi-xuʔx 'he/she bites me' xa-klɑn 'I kill it' tsi-klɑn 'he/she kills me' xa-waɸ 'I die' tsi-čayu 'I get used to, accustomed to' xa-ʔwaklič 'I walk' tsi-tɑʔya 'I know' xa-kumaʔx 'I run' tsi-tɑyč'e 'I remember
In Mocoví (Guaicuruan) Intransitive verbs with active marking fall in the following groupings (Grondona 1998): motion: ayo 'to fly', owo 'to walk', ʔe:t 'to escape to run away', ača:r 'to stand up', anat 'to fall', ik 'to go', qawa 'to walk (a few steps)', eʔλiwi 'to fetch water' human/animate activity: ato 'sneeze', owir 'to arrive', aλit 'to play', aʔa 'to menstruate', ašil 'to get married', awog 'to copulate', epit 'to smile', koʔo 'to give birth', oʔon 'to get married', oʔwet 'to get dressed', onog 'to get naked, to undress', osog 'to get naked, to undress', qogon 'to urinate', ato 'to yawn', Intransitive verbs with stative marking fall into the classes: state: edo:n 'to get food poisoning', awig 'to burn, get/be burned', , ilew 'to die', ečag 'to cut oneself, get/be cut', kemar 'to get/be full', ona: 'to get/be stuck', alola 'to get/be sick', aʔwat 'to get/be swollen', apyoʔo 'to get/be dirty', oʔči 'to be afraid', oʔdagtetek 'to get/be scared', ewal 'to feel lazy' performance without control: esawλi 'to slip', esal 'to vomit' Some examples of intransitive verbs with stative marking are:
The contrast is illustrated well in the following two verbs:
While there are languages with active-inactive verb alignment in other parts of the world, languages which operate on the semantic criterion of event (for active) and non-event or stative (for inactive) seem to be found mostly only in the Chaco and adjacent areas. This feature also extends beyond the Chaco, found in several Tupí-Guaranían languages both in the Chaco and beyond. Thus, it seems to be an important feature of the Chaco, but not uniquely characteristic of only Chaco languages.
Lack of verbal tense and nominal tense
It is difficult to judge how significant it is that Matacoan, Guaicuruan, Ayoreo, and Guaraní for the most part do not mark tense on verbs -tense in these languages is either determined from context or signalled by adverbials, demonstratives, or directionals. Several have nominal tense. Nominal tense refers to instances where a nominal or part of a noun phrase (not the verb) carries the tense information for the proposition (cf. Nordlinger and Sadler 2004) . In Nivaclé (Matacoan), tense is inferred from the demonstratives, as seen in (22) and (23): (22) tsex na towɑk grow dem.vis river 'the river is rising' Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco (23) tsex xa towɑk grow dem.invis.known river 'the river rose' In (22) na 'visible demonstrative' correlates with a present sense -if it is visible, by inference it is present; in (23) xa 'not visible but known from personal experience demonstrative' correlates typically with past sense -if you know it but cannot see it now, by inference it usually involves a past event. While Nivaclé temporal information is carried by and inferred from the demonstratives, in related Wichí, there are tense clitics, commonly attached to demonstratives and nouns (though they can also be cliticized to other constituents): -p'ante 'very remote past', -te 'distant past', -naxi 'past (more than one day)', -mati 'past (earlier that same day)', and -hila 'future'. Some examples are: (24) mansana ø-tolu ø-ɫile-naxi hohnat wit hi-kwes apple 3-come.from 3poss-tree-past ground conjunction 3-split 'the apple fell from the tree (that we saw yesterday) and split'. (25) sinox-mati atana ø-yiɫ-ɫi dog-past now 3-die-iterative.sg 'the dog (from earlier today) is sick now'.
(Wichí examples from Terraza 2008:71-6; see Nordlinger and Sadler 2004 , Tonhauser 2006 , 2007 for more on nominal tense.) More investigation is needed to determine how widespread nominal tense may be in the other Chaco languages. In any event, nominal tense is also found in several other South American languages, for example Arawakan (for example in Mawayana), Cariban, Movima, and Tupían (for example in Mundurukú, Awetí, and Tupí-Guaranían.
Directional verbal affixes (affixes representing location/ direction attached to the verb)
Chaco languages typically have a complex set of directional verbal affixes (or clitics), found for example in Matacoan, Guaicuruan, Enlhet (Maskoyan), Chamacoco (Zamucoan), and Chiriguano (Tupí-Guaranían). Some Nivaclé examples illustrating directionals are:
x-an-čišaʔm 'I hang it (from high toward low)'
x-an-šaʔne 'I lowered it (put below)'
x-an-šičaʔm 'I place it (from low toward high)'
x-an-šiʔ 'I put it in (indefinite location)'
x-an-ʔakxi 'I put it inside'
x-an-ʔapeʔe 'I put it on top'
x-an-ʔɑkxi 'I put it below (inside)'
x-an-ʔeʔ 'I put it in, on' (Grondona 1998:93) . Again, this is probably a legitimate Chaco areal trait; however, it is not limited to the Chaco. Many other languages in southern South America have directional affixes or clitics on verbs. Perhaps we can set aside those with just a few directional affixes and distinguish them from the Chaco languages, which tend to have a much richer set of directionals.
Other postulated areal traits in the Chaco.
A number of other traits have been mentioned as diffused among Chaco languages. Most of these, however, are not very compelling as evidence for a Chaco linguistic area for one reason or another. Several are rather commonplace and can be found easily in languages around the world. Others are found not just in the Chaco but also widely in other areas of South America. This does not mean these traits are not diffused, but only that they provide no strong evidence for designating the Chaco as a linguistic area, since they do not distinguish Chaco languages from languages in neighboring areas that also bear these traits. In other cases, the trait in question is limited to only a few languages of the Chaco and so does not provide strong evidence of the area as a whole. In what follows, several of these shared traits which do not provide strong evidence of a linguistic area are listed. All the phonological traits that have been mentioned as possibly diffused in the Chaco are of this sort, either widely spread beyond the Chaco, or limited to only a few of the Chaco languages.
Lack of voiced stops. However, some Chaco languages do have voiced stops, e.g. some Guaicuruan languages, Vilela, and Guaranían, while numerous other South American languages also lack them, including most of the languages from the neighboring Andean zone. . This sound is rare worldwide (Maddieson 1984:226) but is found in a number of other South American languages.
Vowel nasalization. Adelaar and Muysken (2004:499) cited contrastive nasalization as a Chaco trait; however, most Chaco languages do not have contrastive nasal vowels, only Zamucoan and Tupí-Guaranían languages do. Contrastive nasalized vowels is a widespread feature elsewhere in South America.
Vowel harmony (Adelaar 2004:499; cf. Gerzenstein and Gualdieri 2003) . Several Chaco languages have certain vowel alternations suggestive of vowel harmony, though it differs in form in the different languages: Maskoyan, Lule, Toba (Guaicuruan), and Chorote (Matacoan). However, most languages of the Chaco lack vowel harmony, while a number other South American languages have it (e.g. Mosetén, Chacobo, Yaminawa, etc.).
Palatalization. Messineo (2003:36) sees palatalization as "a much diffused phenomenon in all the languages of the Chaco. " 8 However, the kind of palatalization differs from language to language, some with a whole palatal(ized) series, some with only k y (Chorote, Wichí) or an alveopalatal affricate, or only with n y (ñ, IPA n j or ɲ). The palatalized sounds differ from language to language in Chaco, and are not different in terms of palatalization from many languages elsewhere in South America.
Glottalized consonants. Actually, only a few Chaco languages have glottalized consonants. Matacoan and Vilela-Lule languages have a series of glottalized (ejective) stops and affricates, and Enlhet (Maskoyan) has glottalized sonorants /m', n', ŋ', w', y'/.
Uvular consonants. Phonemic uvular stops (and in some, uvular fricatives) are found only in Vilela and Guaicuruan, and phonetically in Matacoan languages. Uvulars are also found elsewhere in SA, for example in several languages of the Andes.
Voiceless "l". In the Chaco, voiceless "l" ([ɫ] ) is found in the Matacoan languages, Enlhet (Maskoyan), and Lule-Vilela, but is absent from many Chaco languages, and it is also found in several languages outside the area.
Simple consonant clusters (Adelaar and Muysken 2004:499) . This is not a useful areal trait, since some Chaco languages have complex consonant clusters (Lule, Nivaclé, etc.), and many others elsewhere in South America have few consonant clusters and they are not complex.
Prefixing (vs. suffixing). Many Andean languages are predominantly suffixing, while several Chaco languages (but not Lule-Vilela) permit prefixes as well. However, many others also have prefixing, e.g. most Amazonian languages, languages of Tierra del Fuego, etc.
Unspecified possessor marker (affixes denoting unpossessed forms, Grondona 2003) . In most languages of the Chaco, inalienably possessed nouns can bear an affix for unspecified possessor if the possessor is unknown, e.g. Nivaclé (Matacoan) wat-as in wat-aši 'someone's mouth' (compare y-aši 'my mouth', ɫ-aši 'his/her/its mouth') -these nouns cannot appear with no possessive affix. While many other Chaco languages have a marker for unspecified possessor, it is found also in several other South American languages, too.
Plural object suffixes (Grondona 2003) . Some Chaco languages have a specific verbal suffix to indicate plurality of the object of the verb. It is uncertain how common this is among Chaco languages. 
Is the Chaco a linguistic area? -conclusion
Most diffused traits involving languages of the Chaco region are not strong indicators of a linguistic area. A few of these shared traits may seem more supportive of a Chaco Linguistic Area, but none is compelling. Most are found also in languages beyond the Chaco, and some that were thought possibly to be areal traits are actually characteristic of only a few of the languages within the region. Only a few of the traits seem true of a majority of languages in the Chaco, but none of these is unique to the area and some are quite commonplace in the world (for example SVO word order). The distribution of several of these traits requires more detailed investigation, particular as descriptive materials that formerly were not available for several of the languages become available. For example, the gender contrast trait is not true of all Chaco languages, and is known in many other South American languages. That the gender is not overtly marked on the nouns but is manifested in the demonstratives and adjectives which reflect the gender of the nouns they modify in several of the Chaco languages may be significant, but requires more study to see how that works both in Chaco languages and beyond. The shared genitive classifier for possessed domestic animals seems characteristic of the Chaco, though, as pointed out, a number of other South American languages also have genitive classifiers. The degree to which Chaco languages have only genitive classifiers while the genitive classifiers elsewhere form part of a larger system of classifiers in the other South American languages needs to be investigated more thoroughly. This may be a significant trait characteristic of the Chaco. A rich set of directional verbal affixes seems true of most Chaco languages, but such directionals are found in numerous other South American languages. More study is needed to determine whether the Chaco languages differ in having larger sets of directionals than others which have directional verbal affixes and how significant this might be. Demonstrative system involving a number of semantic parameters (including visible vs. not visible) also seems true of most Chaco language, but again similar demonstrative systems are also found beyond the Chaco, so the trait does not distinguish Chaco languages from others. Finally, Active-stative verb alignment does appear to be a true Chaco feature, true of most of the languages of the area, but not exclusively so. For example, the Tupí-Guaranían languages of the Chaco share this trait but Tupí-Guaranían languages far beyond the Chaco also have the trait, though they are not Chaco languages themselves.
This raises the question about whether or how a Chaco Linguistic Area might be defined. Tupí-Guaranían illustrates well the problem. Tupí-Guaranían shares most of these Chaco traits just listed. Since Tupí-Guaranían extends far beyond the Chaco, though with representatives also in the Chaco, its inclusion would extend the linguistic area way beyond the geographical extent of the Chaco region -hardly a "Chaco" area if defined in that way. If Tupí-Guaranían is included, since it also shares many traits with languages of the Amazonian area, how could we establish what belongs to the Chaco linguistic area and what to the Amazonian linguistic area? If Tupí-Guaranían is not included, the areal definition of the Chaco as defined on the basis of shared traits is weakened, since many of the traits seemingly reflective of the Chaco are also found in neighboring languages well beyond the Chaco region. This overlapping of shared traits between Chaco languages and languages beyond the Chaco complicates any attempt to define a Chaco linguistic area with neat borders.
What does this mean? The goal should be to understand the instances of diffusion cross languages. What is important is to understand the history of the languages involved -what structural features were diffused or borrowed, and how far each diffused trait extends. It is not so important to try to force the various overlapping diffused traits to fit together in coherent geographical schemes. (See Campbell 2006 .) There appears to be considerable diffusion of structural traits involving Chaco languages in various ways, but these do not come together in such a way as to suggest a cohesive geographically welldefined linguistic area. Rather, they show varying linkages with languages and regions outside the Chaco on all sides, while at the same time often not linking all Chaco languages. This is not a surprising finding, since the Chaco as a cultural area is also not distinguished clearly from surrounding regions, and Chaco groups underwent cultural influences from all directions:
Culturally as well as ecologically, the Chaco is a transitional zone between the tropical plains of the Amazon Basin and the barren pampas of Argentina. Along the western border it was widely open to influences from the Andean world, and in the east it abutted on a subtropical region inhabited by Guaraní tribes ... Cultural streams from all these quarters converged in the Chaco. (Métraux 1942:210.) In short, the varied and overlapping linguistic traits among and beyond the Chaco languages appear to parallel the distribution of the cultural traits. There were strong cultural influences from various quarters, and the linguistic traits presented here appear to mirror that -varied influences from various directions, some reaching far, others much more limited in distribution. We should not declare the existence of a Chaco linguistic area, for which the evidence is shaky at best; rather, we should just attempt to understand the language-contact induced changes, whatever their origin and distribution in the Chaco (see Campbell 2006 ).
Conclusions
In this paper I have looked at language contact phenomena broadly involving languages of the Chaco. I attempted to describe the situation of intensive multilingualism in the Pilcomayo region, especially in Misión La Paz. I argued that, expectations to the contrary, on-going changes here do not appear to be in the direction of convergence (greater shared structural similarity among the three languages); instead unexpected changes of divergence for found. This means that the claim that changes towards structural Language Contact and Linguistic Change in the Chaco convergence in situations of intensive language contact must be re-evaluated. I argued that the often repeated claim that various Chaco languages involve language mixing was probably a misinterpretation of communication patterns involving dual-lingualism. The resistance to loanwords and reliance on native resources of the languages for terms of acculturation was described, with an attempt to explain reasons for avoidance of lexical borrowing. I speculated about the possibility that the dual-lingualism, where people understand but do not speak the other languages in this situation of intensive multilingualism, may be one factor in why words from other languages are generally not borrowed. Finally, the diffused linguistic traits among languages of the Chaco region were investigated; the answer to the question of whether the Chaco constitutes a linguistic area appears to be "no. " While there are a number of shared structural traits scattered among various Chaco languages, their nature and distribution do not support establishing a Chaco linguistic area. The individual cases of diffused structural traits can be studied adequately without the assumption of a linguistic area in this region.
